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Tildzidza Diz’a Ch’idoghełtanh

The Mouse Saves His Uncle

Nohitasdidatł’. 

Then they started back.

Himiz’a himighoditazne’ łonh.

Their uncle started to give them advice from his own experiences.

“Ch’inuh’eshda’ yats’ ine dituhneł,” hwłne.

“See there, if you steal, someday you will get punished,” he was 

saying. 

That’s all.
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Hothw łonh hiy’iłtaznech.

Then they carefully pulled him.

Neł’iłhitidnish.

They were pulling each other.

Hwdijale’ił łonh honohiyghegisr. 

Then they fi nally pulled him up.

Hothw łonh dichinh k’its’ nonohodidatł’. 

They carefully started down the stick.

Nełhuditwn’ łonh himi’ił huzrunh ts’e’. 

They hugged each other for joy.

Himnak’a hi’ił dantudinalminh łonh hidiz’a ch’idonohighełtanh 

dihigh’in.

They were so happy that they had tears in their eyes because they 

had saved their uncle.
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Tildzidza łonh di’ot ił kayih hidalts’enh. 

There was a mouse who lived in a house with his wife. 

Hididin’aka ił naygw nin’ t’oh hidalts’enh. 

They lived together with their children underground.

Nidoy hits’inh yan’ łon yih day’nighaldray’.

Light only came in through the doorway. 
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Ts’ełk’inh łonh yiyegheyo.

First, one went in there.

Mito’ yilo’ utwn’ deno ch’idininh ey neneyo. 

Father was holding his hand as another came up. 

Nełlo’ huditwn’. 

They were holding each other’s hands.

Yaygit heninh łide’ diz’a uznech. 

The one near the bottom of the can took hold of his uncle.

Huzrunh ts’e’ yuznech. 

He took a good hold of him.

Himiz’a łonh, “Diye ts’anasenuhłtash,” ne.

The uncle said, “Pull me out.”
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Yonan notenetonh łonh tsuyda zidodi. 

There’s a path going across to where an old lady lived.

It’iyats’ mama nizrune ey ts’e’ hino hwnish łonh tildzidza ch’ito’.

There was a lot of good food there and the father mouse knew it.

Iłt’e łonh sritodihwł’anh. 

Everyday he goes out and hunts. 

Yełkonh ts’e’ łonh diginziyenh ts’e’ teneyo. 

The next morning he got up and went out. 

Yonan noneyo łonh kayih hits’e’.

He walked across to the house.
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Notasdiyo ts’e’ dildon’ ena iłdighene’. 

He went home and told the rest of his family.

Ch’idine dichinh chu’ ey daztone nohidanetsish. 

There was another stick there which they put in place.

Ts’ełk’inh ch’elanh ts’e’ dichinh loy nehinedatł’. 

One by one they got on the end of the stick.

Himto’ chu’ dichinh loy nidizanh.

Their dad was at the other end of the stick.
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Toydzihk’ay dosji t’oh hits’inh hogheyo łonh.

He came up in the corner of the fl oor. 

Dost’an ts’e’ nełk’ats’ hwneł’anh ts’e’ ch’uzałts’onh. 

He stops and looks both ways and he listens but… 

Edinh dohwdisna’. 

But it was quiet.

K’odenełde’ yugh hwtinghił’eł yinezinh łonh. 

Now is my chance to look around, he was thinking.

Nełk’ats’ notilgwsh deno ch’uzałts’onh.

He kept running around back and forth while listening.

Nutdodigi ine hotighisyoł yinezinh łonh.

A stool was sitting there so he looks and looks at it. 

Mik’idits’izdoye ey daz’one neł’anh.

This is the way I’ll go up, he was thinking.
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Yits’e’ tazzreł łonh. 

He started to holler at him.

Mama eko nut nenisyo heye’ił ał yet dighisjininh.

I came here for food when I fell in a trap.

“Mada ghwla’ ney ne’onh heye ał,” ne łonh. 

“Somebody set the trap,” he said.

“Sits’i’ennesh nidats’o hi’ił ghwla,” ne łonh.

“Help me somehow,” he said.

“Nidats’o hi’ił diyets’anatighiłtalinh,” yinezinh.

“How will I get out,” he was thinking.

Yineł’anh. 

So he was looking at him.

“Oho’! Oho’! 

“Haa! Haa!

Atsa, Sildon’ eko notighis doł,” yinezinh.

Wait, I’ll go for my family,” he was thinking.
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Oho’! 

Haa!

Sidin’ak’a mo t’anhgho’ mama eko tazisyodi, yinezinh. 

I was starting to get food for my kids, he was thinking.

Ch’its’inodazyo łonh. 

So he started to turn around.

Mama hulanh di neno’ediyo. 

He went back to where there was food.

Dichinh łonh ey daztonh ts’e’ yik’its’ dotaltłit.

There was a stick there so he hopped on it.

Yoygit łochu miz’a zido.

Down there his uncle was sitting.

Siz’a, do’et’anh? ne łonh.

Uncle, what are you doing? he said.
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Doltłot ts’ihik’adit’anh heye’ił doltłit.

He was trying to jump up when he made it.

Nemaje tał’anh łonh ts’och yet zikone.

He saw ice cream that was in a bowl.

Yits’e’ taltłit. 

He jumped toward it.

Nemaje nizrune tisyeł yinezinh.

He was thinking, he will eat a good ice cream.

Yitazyon’.

He started eating it.

Ch’iyonh ts’e’ iłt’e ch’iyonh heye’ił noy’nasdon’. 

He kept eating until his stomach was really full.

Mimit’ ye day’dinalgut’, ghelhe’.

His stomach was really full, I guess.
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Idzige!

How scary!

Nidats’o hi’ił nonotighisjitłił yinezinh. 

How will I jump down, he was thinking.

K’oyney’ tasdizit. 

He started to worry.

Nidats’o hi’ił yoyge di, yinezinh. 

How am I going to jump way down there, he was thinking.

Mik’idits’izdoye tał’anh ts’e’ yits’e’ taltłit. 

He saw a stool setting there and ran to it.

Nonoghiltłit. 

So he jumped down.

Sikayih hits’e’ notighisdoł, yinezinh. 

I’ll walk home he was thinking.

Dosji t’oh yinot’anh di hits’e’ notaltłit.

He ran to the hole in the corner.
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